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WILDER BY ANGELA HARRIS

 MURAL PATTERN INSTALLATION GUIDE

ANGELA HARRIS WILDER AUTUMN LEAVES 

MURAL 8” X 8” MATTE PORCELAIN

ANGELA HARRIS WILDER SPRING LEAVES 

MURAL 8” X 8” MATTE PORCELAIN

ANGELA HARRIS WILDER PROTEA LEAVES 

MURAL 8” X 8” MATTE PORCELAIN

ABOUT WILDER

The Wilder Collection by Angela Harris 

embodies a unique fusion of art and nature, 

offering three botanical-themed tile murals. 

This installation guide will help you construct 

your Wilder tiles into a dynamic piece of art 

that brings a wild side into any space. 

WILDER KEY FEATURES

• Tropical-themed decorative 8” x 8” 

porcelain tile

• 36 different faces in each box 

construct a stunning 48” x 48” tile 

mural

• Each mural is 6 tiles wide by 6 tiles tall

• Mural repeat allows for endless 

expansion both vertically and 

horizontally

• Tiles can also be installed randomly 

for a different look

• Can be used for commercial and 

residential projects in any application

ABOUT ANGELA HARRIS

Angela Harris is an award-winning designer and product 

developer who continues to expand her influence in design 

world beyond her stylish spaces and trend-setting products. 

As Principal and CEO of TRIO, she is a recognized innovator in 

the builder and developer community, drawing inspiration from 

her extensive travel and the wonderful people that surround 

her. Angela’s collaborations with TileBar make the world of high 

design accessible to everyone with their ability to create unique 

tilescapes that transform any space into a designer showcase. 
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WILDER PROTEA

Each box of Wilder Protea tiles 

contains 36 different 8” x 8” porcelain 

tiles that can be laid in a 6-tile-wide by 

6-tile-tall pattern to construct a mural 

that is 48” x 48” overall. This mural can 

be repeated both horizontally and 

vertically to expand the design 

as needed. 

INSTALLATION GUIDELINES

• If a complete mural effect is desired, layout all tiles to set the correct location of each tile, referencing the 

Protea Pattern image (above) as a guide. Follow the image below to construct the complete pattern in order. 

• Repeat the step above for each set of mural tiles needed to complete the overall installation size needed, 

installing one set at a time to avoid mixing the pattern sets.

• You can label the front of each tile by using easily releasable tape that can be removed after installation cures 

and before grouting, if necessary.

• Grout joints should be 1/8” to ensure mural pattern alignment.

• If a random pattern is desired instead of a mural effect, you can adjust the grout joint sizing according to the 

type of grout used.

• Follow proper protection and installation guidelines to install tile.
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WILDER SPRING

Each box of Wilder Spring tiles 

contains 36 different 8” x 8” porcelain 

tiles that can be laid in a 6-tile-wide by 

6-tile-tall pattern to construct a mural 

that is 48” x 48” overall. This mural can 

be repeated both horizontally and 

vertically to expand the design 

as needed. 

INSTALLATION GUIDELINES

• If a complete mural effect is desired, layout all tiles to set the correct location of each tile, referencing the 

Spring Pattern image (above) as a guide. Follow the image below to construct the complete pattern in order. 

• Repeat the step above for each set of mural tiles needed to complete the overall installation size needed, 

installing one set at a time to avoid mixing the pattern sets.

• You can label the front of each tile by using easily releasable tape that can be removed after installation cures 

and before grouting, if necessary.

• Grout joints should be 1/8” to ensure mural pattern alignment.

• If a random pattern is desired instead of a mural effect, you can adjust the grout joint sizing according to the 

type of grout used.

• Follow proper protection and installation guidelines to install tile.
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WILDER AUTUMN

Each box of Wilder Autumn tiles 

contains 36 different 8” x 8” porcelain 

tiles that can be laid in a 6-tile-wide by 

6-tile-tall pattern to construct a mural 

that is 48” x 48” overall. This mural can 

be repeated both horizontally and 

vertically to expand the design 

as needed. 

INSTALLATION GUIDELINES

• If a complete mural effect is desired, layout all tiles to set the correct location of each tile, referencing the 

Autumn Pattern image (above) as a guide. Follow the image below to construct the complete pattern in order. 

• Repeat the step above for each set of mural tiles needed to complete the overall installation size needed, 

installing one set at a time to avoid mixing the pattern sets.

• You can label the front of each tile by using easily releasable tape that can be removed after installation cures 

and before grouting, if necessary.

• Grout joints should be 1/8” to ensure mural pattern alignment.

• If a random pattern is desired instead of a mural effect, you can adjust the grout joint sizing according to the 

type of grout used.

• Follow proper protection and installation guidelines to install tile.


